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1 FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT'S "THE ART AND CRAFT

OF THE MACHINE": TEXT AND CONTEXT

Joseph M. Siry

In 1901 Frank Lloyd Wright achieved a synthesis of both ideas and fonTIS that

would guide his individual work for the next decade and influence the course

ofmodern architecture through the early twentieth century. In that year, when

Wright first published the type of the prairie house, he also presented the

concepts that had underlain its fonnulation in his address entitled "The Art

and Craft of the Machine." This remarkable text developed ideas that had

appeared in Wright's writings from 1894, just as the prairie house emerged

from his experiments in domestic architecture from about 1893. Through the

1890s, Wright had assimilated a range of ideas from Chicago's architectural

culture that infonned his position announced in "The Art and Craft of the

Machine." These ideas also emerged in part as a response to rapid development

of the city's building industry, whose new capacities Wright and others sought

to integrate into their art. Study ofWright's address in light of its sources and

contexts clarifies its place in early modern architecture, with whose historiog

raphy this text is often identified. 1

Chicago's Debate on Craft and Architecture

Wright's "The Art and Craft of the Machine" contributed to an exchange of

views within the Chicago Arts and Crafts Society created at Hull House.

Founded in 1897, the society developed a local program ofinstruction, exhibi

tion, and publication devoted mainly to handcrafted works and objects. Wright

had been a founding member of the society, to which he delivered his address

early in March 1901, as part ofa series of lectures at Hull House. The lecture

prior to Wright's was given by Jane Addams, founder and head ofHull House,

speaking on ''Art and Labor," in relation to Hull House's new Labor Museum.

Following Wright, Louis Sullivan gave a lecture on arts and crafts in commer

cial building.'
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In 1899 a leader of the society, Professor Oscar Lovell Triggs, had founded

the Industrial Art League to create a workshop "which shall also serve as a sort

of industrial laboratory where new materials and processes may be experi

mented with." 3 In this effort Triggs sought to bring the machine under the

control of the craftsman in a small organization like a medieval guild. where

work by hand would continue to dominate amid new mechanical processes.

As Triggs wrote, "It is not possible that the things we perforce use can be

~eautiful until they bear the impress ofhancls that have taken pleasure in their

formation." 4 In this he emulated the ideals of the English Arts and Crafts

movement developed by followers of William Mortis. Among these, Charles

Ashbee's School and Guild of Handicraft at Toynbee Hall in London had been

the model for art and craft workshops at Hull House. 5

By contrast, Wright accepted the machine as the modern method of pro

duction and sought to control its consequences at the scale of architecture. He

later noted that in 1900, "Ruskin and Morris had imbued the young life of

Chicago with a worthy ambition to make things by hand, pound their fingers

and do all sorts ofunbecoming handicraft, good in its ways hut entirely beside

the mark in our Chicago day's work. I couldn't see that ambition as worth any

man's time when everything around us was, by and large, going hideous be

cause the machine was out ofcontrol." 6 In December 1900, Ashbee first visited

Chicago and opened the series of lectures to the Arts and Crafts Society at

Hull House. He met with Wright, who told Ashbee that "the art of the future

will be the expression of the individual artist through the thousand powers of

the machine ... and the creative artist is the man who controls all thiS."7

Wright later recalled that Triggs opposed the idea of shifting emphasis away

from handicraft to the machine. Yet Wright claimed thatJane Addams, and her

colleague Julia Lathrop, supported his position and invited Wright to present a

paper.

Wright's argument had emerged earlier in his address on "The Architect,"

read before the second annual convention of the Architectural League of

Am~rica in Chicago in June 1900. In this, his first address to be published,

Wright claimed that the architect "practices a Fine Art as a profession with the

Commercial and the Scientific of his time as his technique."s In his view, what

should not be lost was an ideal of architecture as fme art, and its practitioner

as a champion of finer forces in the lives of his or her people. Yet this ideal

had become difficult to grasp and sustain in a present driven by commercial

and scientific developments. For Wright, at the beginning of the new century,

the chief problem was to resist the commodification ofarchitecture, a process

he identified with continued adaptation of its historic styles in modern build

ings. Such practice had then resulted in a general depreciation of architectural
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values. Pursuit of a superficial historicism meant that "the present generation

of the successful architect has been submerged, overwhelmed by the commer

cialism ofhis time."9

In Wright's view, the art's future was then unexplored, with no chart pro

vided by its schools. Yet he proposed that this dilemma might contain its own

solution if the architect recognized that science had "given to him new and

masterful tools that demand ofhim their proper use." The architect could find

his bearings in an industrial present if he was unafraid of organization "and

its symbol, the machine." to Rather than sub~tting the art to the dictates of

commerce. architecture's practitioners could regain control over their field and

make it serve aesthetic ideals if they studied and mastered its modern instru

ments of production. An architect "must have technical discipline of the high

est order;'!l in order to renew his art amid changed conditions. Past styles

taught in schools were based on handwork, so they did not provide an applica

ble precedent for an architecture that worked with, rather than against, the

industrial direction of the world. Thus, Wright concluded: "Life is preparing

the stuff to satisfY the coming demand, and the architect will know the capaci

ties ofmodern methods, processes and machines and become their master. He

will sense the significance to his art of the new materials that are his of which

steel is but one."12

Wright's mentor Sullivan emphasized that new materials and technical

processes were resources for architecture's renewal. For him, an architect's

knowledge of constructive methods is a "part of his technical equipment

whereby he has the efficiency and power to express the poetic thought-just

as language and a knowledge of words are the technical equipment of the

literatus."13 In 1903 one account of Sullivan's approach to the design of the

ScWesinger and Mayer store (later the Carson Pirie Scott Building) noted that

he "accepts the modem machine, and demonstrates its capacity to assist him

in evolving a work of art." At the same time, however, neither did Sullivan

"neglect to use hand work, but encourages it where practicable. He is an artist

himself and has a following of skilled artists whom he uses in their proper

vocation." 14 Louis Gibson cited Sullivan's approach in an article of 1898 on

"The Machine in Art." For Gibson, as the Parthenon's architects directed the

hand-cutting ofall the moldings, triglyphs, metopes, capitals, and columns, so

"today the same artist would through his drawings and models, direct the

machine-tool-the plane and the lathe-to carry his work just as far as was

done on the Acropolis by machine men." 15 Sullivan employed the techniques

of both craft and machine, yet, in Gibson's view, such an architect was the

guiding "artist who makes the drawing or model who makes the beauty
possible." 16
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Dankmar Adler, Sullivan's senior partner to 1895, had explored architec

ture's relation to new processes in a paper entitled "The Influence of Steel

Construction and Plate Glass upon the Development of Modem Style," given

at the 30th annual convention of the American Institute ofArchitects in Chi

cago in 1896. Citing this paper, Wright later wrote that Adler's ideas were far

ahead of their time. For Adler, the architect of the modern period had "at his

command instrumentalities and opportunities unknown to his predecessors."I7

The field's future as both an art and a profession lay in "the utilization of the

best of the materials and processes which scientific and industrial progress place

at its disposal." 18 Adler stated that the greatness of Michelangelo as an artist in

architecture had depended in part upon "his familiatity with the techniques of

the auxiliary and subsidiary arts, sciences and crafts, the command of which

devolves upon the architect. The great Buonarroti did not disdain to learn the

metal founder's, the quarry worker's, and other crafts in order to be better able

to carry out the plans which his great mind had conceived. Were he among us

now, he would be in the front rank of the experts and specialists in all the

modern arts and sciences." 19 For Adler, modern materials and processes were

not negations of art, but resources for enlarging its scope, just as the musician

"has a greater range of instruments, a richer and fuller orchestration." 20 In

architecture, impediments to development were not technical but conceptual,

for what was wanting was an artistic will and ability to make use of newly

discovered agencies.

When Wright presented "The Art and Craft ofthe Machine" in 1901, he

expanded on Adler's and Sullivan's ideas to offer an alternative vision to the

program of the Arts and Crafts Society advocated by Triggs. Following Ruskin

and Morris, Triggs minimized a distinction between artist and craftsman. He

emphasized the ethical and aesthetic value of craftsmens' freedom to create, a

freedom the Arts and Crafts movement viewed as lost in the age of the ma

chine. Yet for Wright, as for Adler and Sullivan, an architect was an artist in

the traditional sense of fonn-giver, who would realize creative designs through

the agency of the machine. Their position identified inventiveness with the

architect, whose freedom to create new forms was hampered by adherence to

tradition. These architects thus shifted the focus of discussion away from the

Arts and Crafts movement's concern for the worker-craftsman and toward the

artist-architect as master of novel techniques, able to orchestrate their synthesis

in a total built art. This ideal had been partly realized in Adler and Sullivan's

Chicago Auditotium, on which Wright had worked.

Wright believed that architecture's renewal in his time would mean pursuit

of traditional aesthetic values, such as hannony of form, amid newly complex

conditions of modern production. He wrote: "a hope has grown stronger with
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the experience of each year, amounting now to a gradually deepening convic

tion that in the Machine lies the only future of art and craft-as I believe, a

glorious future; that the Machine is, in fact, the metamorphosis of ancient art

and craft; that we are at last face to face with the Machine-the modem

Sphinx-whose riddle the artist must solve if he would that art live."21 In

Wright's view this was the task marked out for the artist in the machine age,

and he pledged himself over time "to prove, that the machine is capable of

carrying to fruition high ideals in art."22

Wright acknowledged that contemporaneous followers of William Mortis

clung to an opposite view. Yet Wright noted that Mortis, While he viewed the

machine as a danger to art, nevertheless had abundant faith in the coming of a

new art. Wright argued that Mortis had been ethically opposed not to the

machine per se, but to the vulgarity of decorative art that it had produced. In

Victorian England, the machine had fashioned elaborate objects. Thus Mortis

had "pleaded so well for the process of elimination ... he preached the gospel

of simplicity. "23 Morris had protested against the misuse of the machine for

the production ofluxurious fumishings. Instead, he advocated simple objects,

which he equated with older handicraft. By contrast, Wright proposed to mas

ter the machine as the means to create the material culture of a democracy.

Thus the artist's mind must no longer protest against the machine. Rather

"genius must progressively dominate the work of the contrivance it has cre

ated." 24 The antimodemity of the Arts and Crafts movement would be re

placed by a new concept: the art and craft of the machine.

Wright's Argument and Chicago's Building Industry

Wright fortnulated "The Art and Craft of the Machine" in a petiod oflocal

and national conflict over the relation of hand and machine labor in manufac

turing and building. In 1900 a series of disputes berween contractors and

unions in Chicago's building trades had culminated in a prolonged and general

strike. The grievances and points of contention were predictably varied. Yet

one general theme was the lack oflabor's protection against encroachments on

its position when machines were substituted for hand labor in the preparation

of building materials. For example, a major concern of the city's stonecutters

was the trend toward substitution of their numbers with mechanized equip

ment for dressing stone in the yards after its arrival from the quarries. The

stone companies had turned to finishing machines partly to lower the cost of·

readying stone in order to compete successfully with the local terra cotta indus

try, whose products served as a substitute cladding for building exteriors.25
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Conflicts between hand and machine labor in building focused on the

need to minimize costly time, especially in the construction oflarge conuner

cia! office buildings sited on expensive downtown properties. Costs of such

land could only be recouped when these buildings were completed and their

interior spaces rented to tenants. One local builder believed that William Le

Baron Jenney's innovations in the iron and steel frame of the Home Insurance

Building of1884 had been prompted by a bricklayers' strike in 1883.26 Iffloors

were carried by metal columns rather than by brick walls, then bricklayers'

unions could less readily delay the completion ofa new building to force com

pliance with their demands. Also in the 1880s, mechanically pressed brick,

with its uniform hardness and surface, was introduced as a cladding material to

conform to the precision and speed of building in steel. The demise of hand

made brick and its substitution with modem pressed brick and ornamental

terra cotta was characteristic ofoffice structures like Adler and Sullivan's Wain

wright Building in St. Louis (figure 1.1), built in 1890-91. Wright cited this

as an initial example of an architectural art appropriate to the age of the

machine.27

In Chicago's architectural culture, the effects ofthe machine were concen

trated in commercial building, where the shift to mechanically prepared mate

rials had turned in part on the question of fireproofing. In January 1900 the

Inland Architect and News Record published a technical review of the develop

ment of the building arts at the century's close. The need for fireproofing had

brought terra cotta and brick into usage for exterior adornment, and metal

grilles, tiles, and marbles for interiors, where woods were once used. The result

was "an entire overturning of the manufacturing ideas of the past and the

substitution of new deSigns, marked out in new factories for the future."28

Architects stood on the threshold of a new phase of their art whose unfolding

in the coming century would be the work of patient students ofsuch tenden

cies. Essays by specialists in structural steel and its fireproofmg, hydraulic ce

ments, terra cotta, electrical engineering, heating and ventilating, decorative

sculpture, interior woodwork, ornamental metalwork, interior painting, light

ing, and other topics detailed many technical advances. Together these state

ments presented a compelling picture of a future architecture that would

orchestrate such resources in ways that had yet to be detennined. Rather than

being eliminated, ornamental enrichment was predicted to increase, thus creat

ing "a demand for new materials ~nd for new adaptations of old materials

in endless profusion."29 The machine enabled such continuing adaptation of

older materials.

In Wright's view the preindustrial art of architecture meant use of crafts

to ornament construction. Handmade form in old styles of building had been

JOSEPH M. SIRY
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Figure 1.1 Wainwright Building, St. Louis,
1890-91. Dankmar Adler and Louis Sullivan, and
Charles K. Ramsey, associated architects. (Reprinted
by pennission from John Szatkowski, The Idea of
Louis Sullivan [Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 19561.)
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created to join parts ofstructure "in such a way as to beautifully emphasize the

manner ofthe joining." 30 Wright viewed such motifs as architecture's tradition,

its vast fabric of precedent. Yet in the modern era of the machine, the orna

mental details of historic styles no longer had a relationship to construction

because buildings were structurally complete as steel frames without hand

crafted joining of parts. Thus, to reproduce these motifs as decorative [onus

hung upon the steel frame was to render the traditions ofarchitecture without

meaning or value in the commercial present.

By 1900 the machine had enabled infinite reproduction of historic details

throughout modem commercial buildings. Yet for Wright, the fault lay not in

the machine's existence but in such misuse of its potential. Hence "all that this

magnificent resource ofmachine and material has brought us so far is a com

plete, broadcast degradation of evety type and form sacred to the art ofold." 31

One consequence had been that new materials worked by machine misrepre

sented old ones shaped by hand, so that molded terra cotta was made to imitate

tool-marked stone. In other instances, structural logic was violated when steel

framed buildings were made to support facades ofheavy granite blocks. In such

cases, the exteriors of new buildings presented themselves as ediftces of stope,

belying their modem skeletal construction.32

From this spectacle of commercial architecture, Wright concluded that

science had put resources in the hands of the artist before he had been ready

to intelligently assimilate their possibilities. / The most important of these

Wright saw as the machine's power to emancipate architecture from the tradi

tionallaborious task of crafting decorative elements of construction. The old

art of handwrought adornment had been rendered obsolete and unnatural by

. the capabilities of the machine. The art's new freedom was most evident in the

modem tall office building as "one representative problem of the machine."33

In works like Adler and Sullivan's Guaranty Building in Buffalo, New York, of

1894-96 (figure 1.2), the steel frame had been clothed in terra cotta whose

motifs differed from stone. The Northwestern Terra Cotta Company fabri

cated the terra cotta and employed specially trained masons to set the terra

cotta on the frame, further reducing dependence on bricklayers. Photographs

of the Guaranty were published following the text of Wright's "The Art and

Craft of the Machine" in the Chicago Architectural Club's annual exhibition

catalogue of1901. In this building, industrial production of terra cotta enabled

realization of Sullivan's architectural aesthetic. Perhaps alluding to the Guar

anty, Wright wrote that in a few such cases, "the steel frame has been recog

nized as a legitimate basis for a simple, sincere clothing of plastic material ...

it is a glimmer in a darkened fteld-the ftrst sane word that has been said in
Art for the Machine."34

JOSEPH M. SIRY
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Figure 1.2 Guaranty Building, Buffalo, 1894-96.
Dankmar Adler and Louis Sullivan, architects.
(Photograph courtesy of The Art Institute of
Chicago.)
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For Wright, works like the Guaranty Building showed that the machine's

advantages over traditional craft were not only economic but also aesthetic.

Modern industry breathed new life into old materials, like terra cotta. Its an

cient use as burned clay had been transfonned by new techniques ofreplicating

delicate designs in precise mechanical molds. Wright, like Sullivan, believed

that ornamental motifs were appropriate for terra cotta. Sullivan explored this

idea in repetitive manufacture of decorative panels in the Guaranty, whose

motifS he designed to be modeled and cast rather than carved. In Wright's

view, such terra cotta cladding over a building's surface realized the aesthetic

ideals of unity and simplicity because one material had served to cover the

entire skeletal steel frame from sidewalk to cornice.

For Wright, as for his contemporaries, the significance of a work like the

Guaranty Building lay in its language of detail, whose fonns showed knowl

edge ofthe nature of the material. These details included freestanding columns

along the sidewalk set between display windows (figure 1.3). Below the capitals

of these columns, their shafts were rendered in horizontal layers of terra cotta

cladding. In this way, the columnar design contrasted with the verncal fluting

found in the Doric columns of Greek antiquity, such as those of the Parthenon

(fIgure 1.4). The ancient Greek columns were made ofdrums ofcarved marble,

a material susceptible to precise linear detail. Classical fluting depended upon

the vertical alignment of the stacked drums, so that the eye could follow the

fluting as nearly unbroken vertical lines up the length of the shaft. Such a

motif, however, was inappropriate to terra cotta, which had to be fabricated in

small pieces to minimize shrinking and warping when the clay was fired. The

blocks were much smaller than drums of carved marble. Thus, there would be

many more joints between terra cotta blocks cladding a column shaft than

there were in a marble column. Moreover, variations in the blocks due to the

firing process made it impracticable to design columnar shafts with fluting that

required a precision of alignment between superimposed blocks,35 Thus, in the

Guaranty's column shafts, one sees vertical joints only between adjacent pieces

of terra cotta in one course, and no continuous verticals between courses.

Sullivan's ornament maximized terra cotta's plasticity and its economy in repet

itive castings. The Guaranty exhibited this material's nature as a particulate,

decorative cladding around the columns of steel. Its desigu did not attempt to

reproduce the classical motif of fluting developed earlier for carved marble

columns, where the stone was structural.

For Wright mastety of the modem machine would transfer art "from the

possession ofkings and classes to the evetyday lives ofall." 36 From this perspec

tive, older fonus were inappropriate to new social as well as to new technical

JOSEPH M. SIRY
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Figure 1.3 Exterior column of the Guaranty
Building (author).
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Figure 1.4 Northwest corner of the Parthenon,

447-432 B.C. Ictinus and Callicrates, architects.
Phidias, master sculptor. (Wesleyan University Slide

Library.)
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conditions, because the old art was identified with either autocratic or theo

cratic dominance that no longer prevailed. In the new century. the art and craft

of the machine would thus find realization in a new decorative art. Hand

crafted objects for the home had been a focus of the Arts and Crafts movement

earlier in the nineteenth century. when the machine in its earlier phase had

been shunned. Yet, in Wright's view, by 1900, arrists should open their eyes to

the machine's potential. He wrote that those who now rejected modernity and

the machine "will do distinct harm." 37

Wright argued that those who upheld handicraft in the ag" ofthe machine

did not apprehend its great capacity to realize Morris's own aesthetic ideal of

simplicity. In the architecture of the Arts and Crafts movement, simplicity had

been the keynote in its protest against the elaboration ofdecorative objects. In

Morris's essays, simplicity connoted simplification, or negation of the extrava

gant. Morris sought to restore simplicity by reviving selected traditions ofpre

industrial craft. Yet, in Wright's view, by 1900, such a continued emulation of

handicraft perpetuated a cultural nostalgia for the Middle Ages which did not

recognize the potentials ofthe present. Hence, for Wright, the domestic archi

tecture of the Arts and Crafts was not genuinely simple but was rather "an

affectation of the naive." 38 Instead, he proposed that, rather than being alien to

mechanization, simplicity was "vital to the Art of the Machine." Wright wrote

that simplicity meant not only elimination of excess. Simplicity was also a

"positive quality, in which we may see evidence of mind, breadth of scheme,

wealth of detail, and withal a sense of completeness." 39 For Wright this ideal

was found in natural fonns like those of a tree or a flower,

Wright maintained that the machine made simplification possible not only

in new materials but also older ones such as wood, In his view, to 1900, wood

working machinery was inappropriate because it "had been invented for no

other purpose than to imitate, as closely as possible, the woodcarving of the

early ideal."40 While the Arts and Crafts movement celebrated hand-carving of

wood, Wright believed that all woodcarving, whether by hand or by machine,

"is apt to be a forcing of the material, an insult to its finer possibilities as a

material having in itself intrinsically artistic properties, of which its beautiful

markings is one, its texture another, its color a third."41 Wright had identified

the appropriate treatment of wood with Japanese woodcraft, especially Japa

nese preference for simple posts and bands ofwoodthat served either as struc

tural supports or delineators of surfaces. In his view, this aesthetic ofwoodcraft

could be perfectly realized through the agency of the modem machine which

"by its wonderful cutting, shaping, smoothing, and repetitive capacity, has

made it possible to so use [wood] without waste that the poor as well as the

rich may enjoy to-day beautiful surface treatments of clean, strong fonns."42
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Figure 1.5 Dining room (below) of the Harley
Bradley House (above), Kankakee. Illinois, 1900.
Frank Lloyd Wright, architect. (Courtesy of the

Frank Lloyd Wright Archives.)
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Wright's position is clarified through comparison of his dining room for

the Bradley House in Kankakee, Illinois, of 1900 (fIgure 1.5), with that of

Samuel and Joseph Newsom's house for William M. Carson in Eureka, Cali

fornia, of 1884-85 (fIgure 1.6)." On onelevel, the ideal ofsimplicity is evident

in Wright's unifonn usage of rectangular boards, beams, and bands of stained

oak. No carved details appear. By contrast, oaken elements of furnishing and

ornament in the Carson House are turned or gouged to imitate hand-carving

or even chiseled stone. The two rooms clarify the opposition between turning

and carving as techniques of elaboration, and planing as a means of simplifica

tion. On another level these paired interiors illustrate Wright's emphasis on

the ideal of simplicity not only as elimination but also as the integration of all
elements of design to create an overall harmony for the eye. The dining room

of the Bradley House is unifIed through its consistency of horizontal lines atop

the wainscoting, and the common vocabulary of fonns found in its built-in

and freesta!1ding furniture. The Carson House's interior celebrated the crafted

variation of elements, which differ in height and projection across walls and

around the space of the room. By contrast, Wright's approach to an art and

craft of machine encompassed the ideas ofboth reductive and integrative fonn

as facets of simplicity.

Figure 1.6 Dining room of the William M. Carson
House, Eureka, California, 1884-85. Samuel and

Joseph Cather Newsom, architects. (Sandak, Inc.,
Slide Number AB 386, reproduced by penni~ion of

the University of Georgia.)
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Figure 1.7 Southwest corner of Standen a. s. Beale

House), Sussex, England, 1891-94. Philip Webb,
architect. (Photograph by Edward Teitehnan, £225
Rl.)
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Figure 1.8 West front of living room, Ward W.
Willits House, Highland Park, Illinois, 1902-03.

Frank Lloyd Wright, architect. (Courtesy of the

Frank Lloyd Wright Archives.)

To 1901 Wright also sought a unity of exterior material in his praIrie

houses. The earlier English Arts and Crafts movement had favored a variety of

handcrafted materials for the exteriors of domestic buildings. Thus, for ex

ample, a country house by Philip Webb, Morris's early collaborator, may have

had stone, brick, tile, stucco, and wood in a single passage of walling (figure

1.7). By contrast, Wright developed cement's potential as a uniform exterior

covering in many of his prairie houses of the period, such as the Willits House

in HigWand Park, minois, which he would design by spring 1902 (figure 1.8).

Its cement plaster was the dominant exterior material. For Wright such cov

ering was a marvelous simplifier that enabled "the artist to clothe the structural

frame with a simple, modesrly beautiful robe." Wright contrasted his approach

with that ofearlier Arts and Crafts architects who "dragged in ... five different

kinds of material to compose one little cottage, pettily arranging it in an aggre

gation supposed to be picturesque."44

Among the range of new techniques that Wright cited was "the process

of modem casting in metal-one of the perfected modem machines, capable

of any form to which fluid will flow, to perpetuate the imagery of the most

delicately poetic mind without let or hindrance-within reach ofeveryone." 45

Wright thought that the nature ofcast metal was appropriate for detailed orna

mental reheE Wright had a firsthand familiarity with these innovations in metal

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT'S "THE ART AND CRAFT OF THE MACHINE"
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casting because his first important domestic client, William Winslow, headed

the Winslow Brothers' casting finn. They had executed the designs of Louis

Sullivan and other Chicago architects in cast iron and bronze for many of the

city's recent major commercial buildings. These included Sullivan's ScWesinger

and Mayer store (figure 1.9), the first part ofwhich had opened in December

1899." In this and other nearby works, the Winslow Brothers had perfected

new techniques whereby large ornamental panels of very thin cast iron could

be used in storefronts to surround show windows along the sidewalk. In these

ornamental panels, Sullivan worked closely with Winslow to insure that the

delicacy ofdetail essential to Sullivan's ornamental style could be precisely rep

licated in the fmished metalwork. To one observer of 1900, the result was a

design "carried out in such rich ornamentation, the cartouches so delicate and

well balanced, the lines of demarcation so carefully worked out, that it appar

ently expresses the climax of the capabilities of cast-iron and becomes a study
for the student." 47

By 1901, in Wtight's own domestic architecrure, he had explored modern

processes ofcoloting and assembling stained glass, exemplified in the skylights

he had designed for the entty hall to his own srudio in Oak Park of 1898

(figure 1.10). The chromatic material is fused into the molten glass rather than

applied to the fmished glass by enameling or other modes of painting.48 In

this way, colored glass used by Wright returned to the methods of medieval

glassmakers as advocated by William Morris. However, the capacities of the

machine had transfonned the ways in which the glass pieces could be cut and

assembled. To make a panel of glass, most American manufacturers in 1900
still used relatively thick, hand-soldered carnes oflead." Yet, by then, a new

means of making stained glass had led certain flnns to abandon the heavy lead

lines and assemble the glass with thin strips ofsheet copper. The assembled art

glass would be subjected to a chemical bath, wherein galvanic or electrochemi

cal action would fuse the copper sttips to the glass edges, with "a litde shoulder

ofcopper sufficient to unite the composition into practically a solid pane with

out at the same time making the copper bands sufficiendy conspicuous to mar

the beauty of the design." 50 In Chicago, William Winslow patented a version

of such electroglazing in 1897.

Wright wrote that in 1901, traditional glass designers had shunned this

technique of electroglazing because they depended on "the mass and blur of

leading to conceal [their] lack of touch." 51 Wright often chose copper-plated

zinc carnes which were galvanically bonded to the glass pieces,52 thus creating

an elegant linear pattern of metal as a frame for the squares and rectangles of

colored glass. In this way, Wright modified a medievally inspired technique to

make skylights as light SCreens whose modem means of fabrication illustrated
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Figure 1.9 Northwest comer entrance of the

Schlesinger and Mayer store (later Carson Pirie Scott
Building), Chicago, 1903. Louis Sullivan, architect.

(Reprinted from Arcl!itectllral Record, 16 Uuly 1904].)
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Figure 1.10 Reception hall of Frank Lloyd Wright's
studio, Oak Park, Illinois, 1898. Gon Miller,

Hedrich Blessing.)
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his ideal of an art and craft of rhe machine. In rhis period W righr said of his

buildings: "The windows are provided with characteristic straight line patterns

absolutely in the flat and usually severe. The nature of the glass is taken into

account in these designs as is also the metal bar used in their construction....

The aim is that the designs shall make the best of the technical contrivances

that produce them." 53

In Wright's studio, glass pieces are all rectangular or square motifS which

were to read as geometric abstractions of natural fonus, like patterns of leaves

against the sky. Wright combined greens, golds, and other earthen and foliate

colors with small pieces of clear glass to create a richly varied yet integrated

motif repeated through the length of the glass panel. The wealth of small recti

linear pieces in the panels was made possible by precise mechanical means for

cutting the glass. Thus the skylight is not handcrafted but made possible by the

machine. In 1900, one of Wright's colleagues in Chicago, architect George

Dean, wrote in the journal of the Chicago Arts and Crafts Society that such a

rectilinear pattern in colored glass was more appropriate than curvilinear de

signs because "the extremely brittle, crystal character of the material cries out

against naturalism and leads one to sharp and severe outline," S4

Educating the Modern Architect

Wright's references to new techniques of fabricatio~ in architecture supported

his contention that the machine had brought handmade art to the verge of its

demise. Hence he advocated recasting the Chicago Arts and Crafts Society as

a group dedicated not to the rejection of the machine, but to controlling its

effects. In Wright's view, this meant that the society must "be made up of the

people who are in the work-that is, the manufacturers.... Without the in

terest and co..:.operation of the manufacturers, the society cannot begin to do

its work, for this is the corner-stone of its organization."55 Instead of exhibits,

members would make "excursions to factories and a study of processes in

place-that is, the machine in processes too numerous to mention." The aim

would not be to criticize the machine, nor to look for that which still approxi

mated the handicraft ideal, but rather to familiarize members with techniques

of production, for such "is the work expected of the modern artist." S6 In

Wright's view, in 1901, "not one educational institution in America has as yet

attempted to forge the connecting link between Science and Art by training

the artist to his actual tools," 57 The preliminary problem was to give artists the

"infonnation nine-tenths of them lack concerning the tools they have to work

with to-day-for tools to-day are processes and machines where they were

once a hammer and a gouge." 58
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Wright envisioned the next step as setting up a modern arts and crafts shop

which would be "an experimental station that would represent in miniature

the elements of this great pulsating web of the machine, where each pregnant

process or significant tool in printing, lithography, galvano-e1ectro processes,

wood and steel working machinery, muflles and kilns would have its place and

where the best young scientific blood could mingle with the best and truest

artistic inspiration, to sound the depths of these things, to accord to them the

patient, sympathetic treatment that is their due." 59 In Wright's view, the artist

had a crucial role to play in discovering the aesthetic possibilities of new means

offabrication. The artist's inruitive abilities, or prophetic insight, would expand

the machine's potential to create elegant fonn. For Wright, the artist was a

person "who can truthfully idealize the common sense of these tendencies."

He concluded that "we must look to the artist brain, of all brains, to grasp the

signifICance to sociery of this thing we call the Machine."60

In Chicago the short-lived variation on Wright's vision was Triggs's Indus

trial Art League, which existed ouly until 1904. Yet its workshops were to be

controlled by craftsmen, and remained focused in part on enhancement of

handwork," Wright's proposal to conjoin art and industry approximated the

broader program of the Deutscher Werkbund founded in 1907 to bring artists

and manufacrurers together to improve the aesthetic quality of German prod

ucts. Wright's educational ideal also anticipated that of the Bauhaus, whose

aims from 1923 focused on Gropius's concept of ''Art and Technology: A New

Unity."" In 1901 a similar program came to the mind of one of Wright's

listeners, Emil Lorch, then affiliated with the architectural school at the Art

Institute of Chicago, who heard "The Art and Crafr of the Machine" at the

Western Society ofEngineers. Lorch, who had seen German schools for crafts

men, responded to Wright's talk by proposing that there "be a much closer

relation for architectural students between the schools ofengineering and those

of painting, sculpture and decorative design." 63

Wright concluded by claiming that the ultimate field of application for

artistic ideals would be a reshaping of the new industrial city, "this greatest of

machines."64 In an added chapter to Notre-Dame de Paris, entitled "Paris avol

de l'oiseau;' Victor Hugo had chosen an imaginary bird's-eye view of the late

medieval Paris of the fourteenth century to present his vision of the city as a

social organism focused on the monumental architecture of its cathedral. Per

haps in allusion to Hugo's vantage point, Wright closed "The Art and Craft of

the Machine" by inviting his audience to imagine the view at nightfill of the

electrically lit cityscape from the top of a great downtown office building.

Surveying the panorama of an industrial metropolis, Wright wrote that "you

may see how in the image of material man, at once his glory and his menace,
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is this thing we call a city." 65 Wright described Chicago as an organism of

innumerable, connected industrial processes extending out into the prairie. In

his view, "the pulse of activity in this great city ... is thrilling." Into this

organism, through their mastery of its machines, "the forces of Art are to
breathe the thrill of ideality!" 66

Wright's statement of 1901 has been interpreted as an early formulation of

the modern movement's attempt to unite architectural art and mechanized

industry. This theme was to inspire buildings and writings through the interwar

years of the 1920s and 1930s. In this light, "The Art and Craft of the Machine"

was a prescient forerunner ofstatements by Mies van der Rohe and Le Corbu

sier, as well as Gropius. who were to develop the poetic potential ofa machine

aesthetic. Yet the prophetic quality of Wright's position, articulated twenty

years before those of these younger modernists, had its roots in industrial pro

duction, architectural culture, arid social reform whose convergence was re

shaping his art in the Chicago of 1900. In this context, Wright's position

marked an artful navigation through existing networks of concern. These did

not serve as a mold to which his ideas conformed, but rather as an anvil on

which he was free to hammer out an original and foresighted program. As a

text engaged with and critical ofits various contexts, ''The Art and Craft of the

Machine" was Wright's inspired response to the opportunities of the opening

century. In this statement, he was able to reconcile his aesthetic ideals with
industrial modernity.

Notes

Stanford Anderson first stimulated my thinking about "The Art and Craft of the Machine,"

in the course ofmy pre-dissertation oral examination at MIT, on 28 October 1982. For this
and much else, I am grateful to him.

1. Wright's "The Art and Craft of the Machine" was first published in the Catalogue if the

Fourteenth Annual Exhibition ofthe Chicago Architectural Club (Chicago: Chicago Architectural

Club, 1901), and in the journal of the Chicago Arts and Crafts Society, Brosh and Pencil, 8

(May 1901): 77-90. Another version with an additional prefatory section and two responses

to Wright's ideas was published in the Journal of the Western Society if Engineers, 6 Guly/

August 1901): 354-69. A third altered version appeared in the Daughters of the [American]

Revolution, Illinois, The New Industrialism, (Chicago: National League of Industrial Art,

1902), pt. 3, 79-111. Wright revised "The Art and Craft of the Machine" for inclusion in

his lectures, Modern Architecture, Being the Kahn Lecturesfor 1930 (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton

University Press, 1931),7-23. This revision was later reprinted in Lewis Mumford, ed.,

Roots of Contemporary American Architecture (New York: Dover Publications, 1952), 169-85;

Wright, The Future ifArchitecture (New York: Horizon Press, 1953), 68-90; and Edgar Kauf

mann, Jr., and Ben Raeburn, eds., Frank lloyd Wright: Writings and Buildings (Cleveland:
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World Publishing, 1960),55-73. The version given at Hull House in 1901 was reprinted

in Bruce B. Pfeiffer, ed., Frank Uoyd Wright: Collected Writings, I: 1894-1930 (New York:

Rizzol;, 1992),58-69.

A list of Wright's unpublished manuscript versions of "The Art and Craft of the Ma

chine," and related essays, is in Narciso Menocal, "Frank Lloyd Wright as the Anti-Victor

Hugo," in American Public Archirectllre: European Roots and Native Expressions, eds. Craig Zabel

and Susan Scott Munshower (University Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania State University Press,

1989), 149. Frederick Gutheirn, ed., Frank lloyd Wright on Architecture, Selected Writings:

1894-1940 (New York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1941),23-24,26-28, had also published

excerpts from what Gutheim identified as the texts of "The Art and Craft of the Machine"

that Wright had delivered at Hull House and to the Chicago chapter of the Daughters of

the American Revolution.

In his handwritten annotations to a copy of "The Art and Craft of the Machine" in

the Catalogue qfthe Fourteenth Aflnual Exl1ibition qfthe Chicago Architectural Club of1901 [Frank

Lloyd Wright Archives, Ms. 2401.491J, Wright wrote: "First delivered at Hull House by

request of Jane Addams about 1894-5[?] on occasion of ELL.W having left Adler and

Sullivan, and setting up his own practice in the Schiller Building Chicago 1893-94." In his

handwritten annotations, dated 24 November 1950, to a typescript of "The Art and Craft

of the Machine" [Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, Ms. 2401.002], Wright also wrote: ''A

paper read at Hull House, Chicago by request ofJane Addams 1893-4. A year previously I

had lettered my name in gold leafon a plate glass door in the Schiller Building [?] ARCHI

TECT." In a typewritten note accompanying this typescript, Wright recalled:

As already indicated in the text, this paper was read at a meeting of an incipient Art

and Craft [sic] Society (the second) at Hull House, 1893-4. To this meeting I brought

several and invited more of the men actually building Chicago in their factories. I also

brought a contractor or two.

The previous meeting had been dominated by Professors Zeublin and Triggs of

Chicago University. Mine was of course a minority report and had been requested by

Jane Addams hersel£ I read my plea at the desk of the then new Hull House Audito

rium. Immediately [after] I had finished my reading, Triggs and Zeublin (both distin

guished disciples ofRuskin and Morris) jumped to their feet to demolish my argument.

Their eloquence must have been convincing because the incipient society voted to go

traditional handicraft. The only one I had wholly convinced was Jane Addams. Yes.

Well-the society went hopelessly handicraft to pound the fingers and suck them, in

company. The society came to exactly nothing in the end. My Arts and Crafts Society

had never yet been formed. But I had gone into one all by myself where I needed no

argument and could carry on. EL1.W

Wright's recollections that he first delivered "The Art and Craft of the Machine" at

Hull House in 1893-94 may not be accurate. The Chicago Arts and Crafts Society was

not formed until October 1897 [Hufl-Hollse Bulfetiu, 2 (1 December 1897)]. The building

containing Hull House's new auditorium was only finished and formally opened in October

1899 [Hull-Hollse Buffetin, 3 (November/December 1899)].
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Wright later discussed his presentation of "The Art and Craft of the Machine" at Hull

House in An Autobiography (New York: Longmans, Green, 1932), 29. In this passage,

Wright wrote that he delivered the paper at Hull House after the formation of the Chicago

Arts and Crafts Society, which occurred in 1897. He relates the paper to his association

with other young architects in Chicago's Steinway Hall, built in 1896-97, and to his work

on the Ward Willits House in Highland Park of 1902-03. Wright had explored the ideas

of "The Art and Craft of the Machine," in his earliest known paper of 1894, perhaps retro

spectively titled "The Architect and the Machine," and in his ''Architect, Architechtre, and

the Client" (1896), and "The Architect" (1900). See Pfeiffer, ed., Wright: Collected Writings,

vol. 1,24-25, 28, 52.

Accounts of Wright's statement include H. Allen Brooks, "Chicago Architecture: Its

Debt to the Arts and Crafts," in Joumal qf the Society qfArchitectural Historians, 30 (December

1971): 315; David A. Hanks, The Decorative Desigm qfFrank Lloyd Wr(ght (New York: E. P.

Dutton, 1979), 63-67; "Frank Lloyd Wright's 'The Art and Craft of the Machine,'" Frank

lloyd Wr(ght Newsletter, 2 (1979): 6-9; and "Frank Lloyd Wright's 'Art and Craft of the

Machine,'" in Victorian Fumilllre: Essaysfrom a Victorian Society Autumn Symposium, ed. Ken

neth L. Ames, published in Nineteenth Century 8 (1982), 205-11; Jean Castex, I.e Printemps

de la Prairie House (Brussels: Pierre Mardaga, 1985), 100-103; Joseph Connors, "Wright on

Nature and the Machine:' in The Nature qfFrank Lloyd Wright, eds. Carol R. Bolon, Robert

S. Nelson, and Linda Seidel (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988), 9-12; and Rich

ard Guy Wilson, "Chicago and the International Arts and Crafts Movements: Progressive

and Conservative Tendencies," in Chicago Architecture 1872-1922: Birth of a Metropolis, ed.

John Zukowsky (Munich: Prestel-Verlag, 1987),214-15.

2. Wright's name appeared among those of the fOlinders of the Chicago Arts and Crafts

Society, as published in the Catalogue qf the Eleventh Annual Exhibition qf the Chicago Architec

tural Club (Chicago, 1898), 119-21. The original publication of "The Art and Craft of the

Machine" in the Catalogue of the Fourteenth Annual Exhibitiotl qf the Chicago Architectural Club

noted its date of initial presentation as [Wednesday,] 6 March 1901. Yet Jane Addams re

corded in her diary that "Mr. Wright's paper" was "presented and debated" at Hull House

on Friday, 1 March 1901. [Swarthmore College Peace Collection, The Jane Addams Papers,

Diary 14 (1901), Microfilm Reel 29, Frame 710.] The lecture series was noted in "Chicago

Arts and Crafts Society," Hull-Hollse Bll1fetitl, 4 (1 January-1 May 1901): 10-11. Other

speakers included Chicago architect Dwight Perkins (then Wright's co-architect for the

Abraham Lincoln Center) on arts and crafts at the Paris exhibition of 1900, and printer

R. R. Donnelly on the possibilities of the Chicago press. The final speaker was Prince

Kropotkin of Russia on industrial organization. See George Woodcock and Ivan Avaku

movic, The Anarchist Pri/lce (London: T. V. Boardman, 1952), 284-85.

Wright's collaborator in this period, sculptor Richard W Bock, in his Memoirs qfatl

American Artist: SCllfptor Richard W Bock, ed. Dorothai Bock Pierre (Los Angeles: C. C.

Publishing, 1989), 92, recalled: "Wright had been preparing himself for the art of public

speaking, so that he could present his thesis about architecture to the world. His premise

was that 'foml follows function.' He wrote, he talked, he preached, and he debated the

subject, especially to his office force. When all ofhis thoughts had been clarified and written
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up, it was in the Conn of a long scroll. Miss Roberts, who worked in his office, then pro

ceeded to type it up in a more presentable Conn. This manuscript was then presented to the

public, at Hullhouse [sic]." Bock recalled that those present at Wright's talk were Jane Ad

dams. Professor Zueblin of the University of Chicago, architects Hugh M. Garden and

Birch Burdette Long, Wright's office staff (meaning Marion Mahoney, Walter Burley

Griffin, William Drummond, and Isabel Roberts), Wright's wife Catherine, and Bock and

his wife.

Among these listeners, Professor Charles Zueblin (1866-1924) of the University of

Chicago was an earlier lecturer in the series, speaking on decoration ofpublic buildings. &

president of the American League for Civic Improvement, Zueblin's principal writings in

cluded American Municipal Progress: Chapters in Municipal Sociology (New York: Macmillan,

1902) and A Decade of Civic Development (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1905). He

also gave an address, "The Bearing of Art on Industry," published in National Education

Association, Jourtlal ofProceedings and Addresses, (1908), 808-13.

Architect Hugh Garden (1873-1961) had executed drawings for Wright from 1896,

and was a central contributor to the life of the Chicago Architectural Club. See Bernard C.

Greengard, "Hugh M. G. Garden," Prairie School Review, 3 (first quarter 1966): 5-18. See

also Garden, "The Influence of the New Thought in Design on Architecture:' Inland Archi

tect and News Record, 62 (December 1903): 35-36. Birch Burdette Long was a well-known

renderer for Wright and other Chicago architects around 1900. See Brooks, The Prairie

School: Frank Lloyd Wr~ht and His Midwest Contemporaries (1972; New York: W W Norton,

1976),30,37,43,50 n.

Wright read another version of "The Art and Craft of the Machine" two weeks later,

on Wednesday, 20 March, to the Western Society ofEngineers in Chicago. The Hull House

version recurred, yet for the engineers Wright added a new preface emphasizing his opposi

tion to what he cited as the current debilitating conditions of architecture's dependence on

historical tradition, and ofart's opposition to machines. He framed his position as an alterna

tive effort to integrate aesthetic ideals and mechanical ingenuity. As presented to these engi

neers, Wright's talk was "illustrated by lantern slides of certain notable buildings, complete

or in process of construction." See Wright, "The Art and Craft of the Machine," Journal of
the Westertl Society ofEngineers, 6 Guly/August 1901): 354-55, and ''Abstracts ofMinutes of

the Society," special meeting, 20 March 1901, ibid., (March/April 1901): 176.

3. Oscar Lovell Triggs, "The Industrial Art League:' House BeautifUl, 11 (February 1902):

198, reprinted in Triggs, Chapters in the History of the Arts and Crafts Movement (Chicago:

Bohemian Guild of the Arts and Crafts, 1902), appendix 2, 197. In this effort, Triggs pur

sued one of the central aims of the Chicago Arts and Crafts Society. It was constituted "to

consider the present state of the factories and the workmen therein, and to devise lines of

development which shall retain the machine in so far as it relieves the workman from drudg

ery, and tends to perfect his product; but which shall insist that the machine no longer be

allowed to dominate the workman and reduce his production to a mechanical distortion."

Chicago Arts and Crafts Society, constitution, adopted 31 October 1897, in Catalogue of the

Eleventh Annual Exhibition of the Chicago Architectural Club (Chicago, 1898), 118. See also
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"Chicago Arts and Crafts Society," Hull-House Bulletin, 2 (1 December 1897); 9. This inten

tion echoed Jane Addams's concern for the lives ofworking people, as in her "Educational

Methods," in Democracy and Social Ethics (New York: Macmillan, 1905), 178-220.

~. Tri~gs, ''Arts and Crafts," Brush and Pencil, 1 (December 1897): 48. Triggs developed his

Ideas In the book, Chapters in the History lfthe Arts and Crafts Movement, op. cit., to which

was appended two earlier addresses: "A Proposal for a Guild and School of Handicraft"

delivered to the annual meeting of the Industrial Art League, Chicago, 23 November 190~,
and "The Industrial Art League," as in note 3. Triggs's later writings included "The Future

of the 'Arts and Crafts Movement,'" Independent, 55 (January/February 1902): 2449-52;

"The Workshop and School," Craftsman, 3 (October 1902): 20-32; "The New Industrial

ism," ibid. (November 1902): 93-106; "Notes from the Conference of the Industrial Arts

League," ibid. (December 1902): 121-25; ''A School ofIndustriai Art," ibid. Ganuary 1903):

215-23; ''Arts and Crafts Movement," Current Literature, [New York] 36 (February 1904):

203-4; and The Changing Order: A Study <ifDemocracy (Chicago; O. L. Triggs, 1905).

Triggs's views on art and machines compared closely with those of Morris, who con

sidered the relations between art, the workingman, and the machine in these lectures and

essays: ''Art, Wealth, and Riches" (1883), "Art and Socialism: The Aims and Ideals of the

English Socialists of To-day" (1884), ''Art Under Plutocracy" (1884), "The Revival of

Handicraft" (1888), and "Art and its Producers" (1888). Architecture, Industry and Wealth:

Collected Papers by William Marris (London: Longmans, Green, 1902), 80-104, 105-32, 164

97,214-27, and The Collected Works ofWilliam Morris (New York: Russell & Russell, 1966),

vol. 22, 342-55. Longmans, Green, New York, also published the first edition of Frank
Lloyd Wright's An Autobiography in 1932.

5. On Ashbee's School and Guild ofHandicraft, see Alan Crawford, C. R. Ashbee: Architect,

Des~ner and Romantic Socialist (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1985),23-41.

On Addams's response to Toynbee Hall, and arts and crafts at Hull House, see Jane Addams,

Twenty Years at Hull-House (New York: Macmillan, 1909), 87-88, 375-76.

6. Wright, Lecture, Hull House, Chicago, 8 November 1939. Esther Kohn Papers, Hull

House Miscellaneous Papers, vol. 1, 1. Jane Addams Memorial Collection, Department of

Special Collections, University of Illinois at Chicago Library. Quoted in Lloyd C. Engel

brecht, "The Association of Arts and Industries: Background and Origins of the Bauhaus

Movement in Chicago," Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1973, 5-6. Other parts of

Wright's 1939 lecture appeared in Gutheim, ed., J#tght: Selected Writings, 261-65.

7. The Ashbee Journals, King's College Library, Cambridge, 8 December 1900, quoted in

Crawford, "Ten Letters from Frank Lloyd Wright to Charles Robert Ashbee," Architectural

History, 13 (1970): 64, and C. R. Ashbee, 98. Ashbee paraphrased Wright's position in Ash~

bee, ''American Architecture," Munseys Magazi"e, 26 (October 1901): 8-9. In An Autobiog

raphy (1932), 29, Wright recalled that Zueblin and Triggs, and architects and craftsmen, had

opposed his ideas, while Jane Addams and Julia Lathrop supported them.

8. Wright, "The Architect" (1900), in Pfeiffer, ed., Wnght: Collected Writings, vol. 1,45.
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9. Ibid., 46.

10. Ibid.

11. Ibid., 50.

12. Ibid., 52.

13. Louis Sullivan, Kindergarten Chat XLII: "What Is an Architect?" Kindergarten Chats atld

Other WritiflgS, ed. Isabella Athey (New York: George Wittenborn, 1947), 140. See also

Sullivan, Kindergarten Chat XLIX: "The Art of Expression," ibid., 164.

14. "The New ScWesinger and Mayer Building, Chicago," Brickbuilder, 12 (May 1903): 101.

Sullivan's later account of technical progress in Chicago building appeared in his "Develop

ment of Construction;' Economist, 55 (24 June 1916): 1252; 56 (1 July 1916): 39-40, pub

lished in Robert Twombly, ed., Louis Sullivatl: The Public Papers (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1988): 211-22.

15. Louis Gibson, "The Machine in Art;' Brush and Pencil, 1 (March 1898): 202.

16. Ibid.

17. Dankmar Adler, "Influence of Steel Construction and Plate Glass Upon the Develop

ment ofModern Style," Inland Architect and News Record, 28 (November 1896): 35, published

as "Function and Environment," in Roots qf Contemporary American Ardlitecture, ed. Lewis

Mumford, 247, as in note 1.

18. Adler, "Influence of Steel Construction," 35.

19. Ibid.

20. Ibid., 36. On the local manufacturers and craftsmen of different architectural materials

who worked under Adler and Sullivan's direction on the Chicago Auditorium, see Edward

R. Garczynski, The Auditorium (Chicago: Exhibit Publishing, 1890), 15. On this monu

ment, see recently Robert Twombly, Louis Srl1lillatl: His Life and Work (New York: Viking

Penguin/Elisabeth Sifton Books, 1986), 161-95.

21. Wright, "Art and Craft of the Machine;' in Pfeiffer, Wr(gllt: Collected Writings, vol. 1,59.

22. Ibid.

23. Ibid.

24. Ibid.

25. Mention of the stonecutters' strike in Chicago and its relation to the terra cotta industry

appears in Brickbuilder, 7 (June 1898): 129, and (July 1898): 148. On the relation of the

stonecutters' labor actions to the use ofmachinery for stonecutting in Chicago, see [United
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States Industrial Commission), Report qfthe Indllstrial Commission on the Chicago Labor Disputes

qf 1900, with Especial Reference to the Disputes in the Building and Machinery Trades (Washington

D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1901), lxxv-lxxvi, 132-33,211-19,355-61,398-93.

On the efficiencies of mechanized stoneworking, see also Hand and Machine Labor, Thir

teenth Annual Report of the Commissioner of Labor, 2 vols. (Washington, D.C.: Govern

ment Printing Office, 1899),319-26,414-18.

In an unpublished version of"The Art and Craft of the Machine" [Frank Lloyd Wright

Archives, Ms. 2401.007, pp. 13-15], Wright refers to the stonecutters' strike as a case of

the machine rendering handicraft obsolete. Wright described the then new sawing machines

for cutting stone, concluding:

These new gang saws have made it possible to cut a block of marble ten feet long, six

feet deep and two feet thick, into slabs of the size 1/8" in thickness in eight hours,

making marble possible as an exquisite wall covering in which the slabs as a veneer

may be turned and matched at the edges to develop pattern, emancipating hundreds

of superficial feet of color and marking that fonnerly were wasted in the heart of the

block; making possible a distinctly new use to bring out the beauty of this material,

impossible to handicraft. But what happened? The artist persists in taking a dishonest

advantage of this machine and building up an imitation ofsolid piers with molded caps

and bases, mitreing them cunningly at the edges until detection is difficult except to
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